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PLEASE ENSURE THAT NO CHOMETZ IS BROUGHT
INTO THE SHUL BUILDING.

A reminder to members that they are responsible for cleaning
out their boxes. Please note also that the coffee facilities will
be unavailable from Motzei Shabbos
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We wish to Mr David Lewin on the Petirah of his

Mother.

The children’s Shabbos group will take place this Shabbos.

The Rov will be giving his Shabbos HaGodol Drosha after

Davenning.

The second shiur for Men on Inyonei Pesach takes place after the

second Minyan for Mincha in place of the Mishnayos Shiur.

The Pesach newsletter which includes the timetable for Yom Tov

will be emailed out on Motzei Shabbos. Printed copies will be

available in Shul from Motzei Shabbos.

Those who wish to give the Rov money for may do so at

any time for distribution to needy local families to cover Pesach

expenses.

The Rov is available for in Shul after Davenning or by

prior arrangement at his home for last minute dealing.
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Children’s Shabbos Group

Shabbos HaGodol Drosha

Pesach Shiur

Pesach Timetable & Newsletter
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Annual Siyum Mishnayos
As in previous years, the Kehilla will be learning Mishnayos

between Pesach and Shavuous and will hold a Siyum on Shabbos

Parshas Behaalosecha (Shabbos after Shavuous)

This year we will be learning Nezikin and Kodshim. Please see the

forms  on the noticewall in Shul to pick your Perokim.

The Rov has requested that in order to increase the number

of participants, each person is requested to take just one

slot initially.
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The Shepherd’s Shepherds Rabbi Label Lam (Torah.org)

And you should love your neighbor as yourself… (Vayikra 19:18)

How can the Torah obligate an emotion of love?

Rabbi Moshe Cordovero writes in Tomer Devorah, “This is why all Jews
are “guarantors one for another” since each individual actually has a
portion of everyone else, so that if one damages himself he damages

The Week Ahead
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Mincha & Kabbolas Shabbos 7.45pm

Candle Lighting and Shabbos Between 6.42pm and 7.54pm

Seder HaLimud 8.40am

Shacharis 9.00am

Mincha 1st Minyan / 2nd Minyan 6.00pm / 7.59pm

Rov’s Shiur on gqt ipiprRov’s Shiur on Following 2nd Mincha

y"w onf seq 9.38am

Sunday 1st/2nd/3rd Minyan 7.15am / 8.20am / 9.30am

that portion of himself that is in his friend. It follows that his friend is a
guarantor for that portion. Therefore it is fitting for a person to desire the
best for his fellow, and view his good fortune benevolently and cherish
his friend’s honor as his own- for they are actually one in the same! For
this reason we are commanded to “love your neighbor as yourself” and
it is proper that a person should desire the well-being of his fellow and
not speak ill of or wish ill for him.”

Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch ztl. approaches the same point for an
etymological approach. The word for “your neighbor”-“rayechah”
finds its root in the same word for shepherd as it says in the famous 23rd
Psalm “HASHEM royi”- “HASHEM is my shepherd…” Curious that the
Torah chose that category of personage to whom we are obligated to
demonstrate our love, Rav Hirsch writes, “Everyone is to find and
recognize in everybody else his “mireh”- “the pasturage of his life”, the
furthering of his own well-being, the conditions for his own well-being
in life. Nobody may look at the progress of another as a hindrance to his
own progress or look at the downfall of another as the means for his
own rising and nobody may rejoice in his own progress if it is at the
expense of his neighbor’s failure…In exactly the same way and from
the same consciousness of duty he directs his love to the well-being of
his neighbor, loves him as a being equally a creation of G-d, he
proclaims his love of G-d by his love of His creatures.”

Every person is our shepherd, as HASHEM is our shepherd. We are all
equally vulnerable and

inter-dependant economically, socially, spiritually, and emotionally. No
man is an island and there are no victimless crimes.

The Tanna D’Bei Yishmael explains why the Jewish People are
compared to a sheep. Just as if any single limb of the lamb is smitten all
the limbs feel it so it is with all of Israel. He offers the following parable
about a group of people traveling on a ship. One passenger takes out a
drill and begins to bore a hole beneath his seat. His friends say to him,
“Why are you doing this?” He says back to them, “What does it matter to
you? I’m only drilling under my seat!” They answer him back, “You are
going to cause the whole ship to sink on us!”

I heard once a story about a fellow that climbed to the peak of some
great mountain. There he was, with his timberland boots and backpack,
alone and aloof from the world. Like an eagle, the paradigm of
arrogance according to the Zohar, he reveled in his achievement. He
thought to himself, “Who needs other people!? I’m king of the hill!” Just
then, his glasses fell from his face and while feeling around for them he
stepped on them and crushed them. He was helpless and visionless
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1. Which animal was brought by the as an ?

2. Which two activities does the do with the goat (

) before sending it away?

3. Who should succeed the , if possible?

4. Which three types of animal could be made into a ?

5. When is the of (covering the blood) done?

6. When may one marry one’s wife’s sister?

7. What word does the use to describe (male)

homosexuality?

H. Explain the following sentence:- “This week’s is one of

the first, but comes at the end; its’ beginning is also found at the

end, and its’ end is quoted at the beginning, but refers to the

end.”
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The answer will be given, in the next issue (after )dŠra gqt
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without his glasses. Within a short while he was curled up in a fetal
position awaiting assistance.

We don’t make our own clothing or create our own food from scratch
daily. An intricate army called economy provides for most of our daily
needs. A cup of coffee is an enormously sophisticated
accomplishment when we consider from how far coffee beans come
and how water is delivered and heat is produced and milk and sugar
are processed and shipped. No wonder we make a Brocho, “Shehakol
Nehiah B’dvaro” –“Everything comes about through His speech”. That’s
just a coffee. What about all the other grandiose and subtle brands of
goodness that we are the beneficiaries of?! To the extent that we can
keep an awareness of these myriads of matters big and small, so will we
naturally love the Shepherd’s shepherds.

Nothing is as painful as the loss of a child. The wound it leaves in the
heart of the parent is so deep, so jagged that no amount of time can
ever heal it. And if that child was a shining young star, beautiful, talented
and accomplished, the pain is that much greater to bear. The pain
Aaron felt at the sudden demise of Nadab and Abihu, his two brilliant
sons who perished while bringing unauthorized fire into the sanctuary,
must have been excruciating.

With this in mind, let us take a close look at this week’s Torah portion.
The reading begins with a description of the sacrificial service
conducted by Aaron, the High Priest, on Yom Kippur. The Torah
prefaces these instructions with the following words, “And the Lord
spoke to Moses after the death of the two sons of Aaron, when they
drew near to Hashem and died . . . With this shall Aaron come into the
sanctuary, with a young bullock as a sin-offering . . .”

Two questions immediately come to mind. One, why mention the

Nothing Wasted Rabbi Natflali Reich (Torah.org)

death of Aaron’s two sons in this context? What was the point of
rubbing salt in his wounds? Furthermore, what is the significance of the
seemingly superfluous words “with this”?

Let us reflect for a moment on loss. Two people die. One is killed on a
subway by a deranged killer on a shooting spree. The other dies of
smoke inhalation while rescuing children trapped in a burning building.
Both families mourn the death of their loved one, but which feels a
greater sense of loss, of emptiness? Clearly, the family of the hero suffer a
more bearable sorrow. At least there was meaning to his death. But what
is the family of the subway victim supposed to feel? How are they deal
with the pointless snuffing out of a vibrant life? How are they to deal with
the sudden senseless void that has appeared in their lives? The
perception of waste is the most difficult aspect of personal loss.

The untimely deaths of Nadab and Abihu, two brilliant young priests
with such promising futures, must have seemed like such a terrible
waste. But our Sages tells us that their intentions were pure, that they
acted out of tremendous although somewhat misguided zeal. The
commentators explain that anything a person does for the good takes
on a life and an existence of its own, even if its effectiveness is not
immediately apparent. The act, the word, the thought still exist, and at
some time and place in the future they can effect important results.
Nothing is lost. Nothing is wasted.

This is what Hashem was telling Aaron by way of consolation for the
death of his two sons. “With this” shall Aaron enter the sanctuary. With
the fiery zeal of his two sons, which would now be channeled to their
proper destination through the Yom Kippur service performed by their
father. Through his actions, Aaron could tune in to the spiritual energy
generated by his sons and harness it to add momentum to his own
service. In this way, he could bring fulfillment to the lives of his sons and
solace to his own broken heart.

In our own lives, we often expend energy on all sorts of good deeds
without seeing any tangible results. For instance, we put tremendous
efforts into our children, and sometimes we become frustrated, thinking
it is all for naught. But it is not. We can all take comfort in the knowledge
that no good deed or good word is ever wasted, that somewhere,
sometime, in one way or another, our efforts all bear fruit…

A young dissident was sentenced to fifteen years of hard labor in a
prison camp. Each day he would push a long pole attached to a gear
that turned a heavy millstone in the next room. Day in and day out for
fifteen years, from dawn until long after dark, the prisoner pushed the
pole in an endless circles of backbreaking labor.

When he was finally released, he asked to see the millstone, and his wish
was granted. The room turned out to be dark and musty, covered with
cobwebs and many inches of dust. The former prisoner took one look
and burst into tears.

“Why are you crying?” asked the puzzled warden.

“All these years, I had thought I was grinding grain, that I was helping make
bread. But now I see that all that terrible hardship was a total waste. That
is simply too much to bear.”
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